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November 4th was a great day for
me…not only was it 65 degrees and
By Elizabeth Hersh
sunny in Buffalo, but more importantly we welcomed a different president with a new vision for the country. However, as a California resident and voter, I had to wait until November 5 th to find out the results of the 12 ballot propositions Californians were able to vote on in addition to their presidential selection. Proposition 8 entitled,
“Eliminates Rights of Same Sex Couples to Marry- Initiative Constitutional Amendment,” was one of these measures. Prop. 8 put forth
the “California Marriage Protection Act,” which required the adding of 14 seemingly simple words to the California Constitution: “Only
marriage between a man and a woman is valid or recognized in California.”

America Moves Forward and California Steps Back with Proposition 8

Like many, I consider Californians to be moderate and somewhat liberal in recent years. Therefore, to my surprise, Prop. 8 passed with
52.5% voting yes, and 47.5% voting no. In 2000, Californians passed Proposition 22 which also prohibited the recognition of same sex
marriages, however, the California Supreme Court struck down the decision stating that Prop. 22 violated the equal protection clause of the California Constitution. Since this decision in May of 2008, approximately 18,000 same sex couples have wed in California.
Over seventy million dollars were spent supporting and opposing Prop.8, and the public was influenced by television ads and literature from both sides. As a
result, I believe that California voters were confused over what a yes or no vote actually meant. Proponents of the proposition outlined several major arguments
in the California voter guide which they distorted and altered into factually false, yet somehow palatable reasoning in favor of the proposition. They argued that
the amendment only seeks to restore the “original” definition of marriage, overturn the “outrageous” Supreme Court decision regarding Prop. 22, protect the
education of our children, and finally, proponents say the amendment is not designed to attack “gay lifestyle” or take away from California domestic partnership law which gives same sex couples almost the same rights as married couples. Essentially, a “yes” vote meant that you supported what these 14 words said.
I will first tackle the argument that proponents of Prop. 8 seek to return marriage to the way it has been understood throughout human history. To this I must
ask, which definition in human history? There have been times throughout history when only nobility could wed, marriages were arranged by parents, interracial marriages were prohibited. Fortunately, we are somewhat more tolerant these days. Defining marriage so it can only exist between a man and a woman,
should also be a definition that is no longer applicable. Americans hold their freedom of choice in the highest regards, so how is it then that one group of people can determine the rights of another group, particularly the right to marry? The right to marry is just that, a civil right. Opponents of Prop. 8 argue that to
deny this right is to say that certain people are not equal to others, much like other “traditional” definitions of marriage did.
The next argument the proponents of Prop. 8 put forth is that the California Supreme Court made an “outrageous” ruling against the will of the people when
they overturned Prop. 22. The public sometimes needs to have a better understanding of the fact that the Supreme Court of California‟s role is to determine
what is just and if this turns out to be the popular decision, great, and if not, tough. The California Supreme Court has a long history of controversial decisions,
and no one could ever say they were all correct, however, history would never change if decisions were always made when clouded by personal bias. The California Supreme Court had to make a decision free of religious or cultural persuasion. They looked at marriage as a civil right, which is how it should be
viewed, and decided that to deny this civil right was a denial of equal protection.
The third argument stated that Prop. 8 is necessary to protect the education of children. Because the education of children is such a sensitive subject, this was
by far the most compelling argument, though it was also the most factually incorrect. In protecting education, proponents are referring to health and sexual
education which almost all California schools provide. Currently, if teachers include marriage in their instruction, they must teach a general respect for the institution. Proponents feared if Prop. 8 passed, teachers would have to tell their students that same sex marriages are just as legitimate as marriages between a
See Proposition 8 · Page 2

“Things I’m not thankful for this
Thanksgiving”

So’ Change,’ but what does that mean to
the rest of the world?

By Dan Aiello

By Tae Kyung Sung
Barack Obama's victory certainly seem to have touch
the hearts of many, making even Oprah Winfrey cry on
the shoulder of "Mr. Man."

I‟m not thankful for sharing our law library with
undergraduates. I understand that UB is a public
university, but why do undergraduates (when the
have their own libraries in Capen Hall and Lockwood), feel they need to study amongst the United
States Code? In a modern world, when you matriculate to a law school, you‟ve earned the right to
have your own library. In the law school I‟ve transferred from, and every
law school I‟m familiar with (besides UB), the law libraries are filled with
law books and law students, coffee, and No-Doze. No undergrads. There‟s
a real problem here: Space is limited for law students. When I‟m researching an assignment or working on a cite-pack, I need to pull a N.Y.2d or a
New York digest and go to the closest available table to get my work done.
That table, almost always, is taken, and not by another law student, but by an
undergrad. Even the 6th floor offers no solace.

I have to admit, that his first speech as president-elect, though maybe not so
on par with the 'I have a dream' speech, was pretty emotional in carrying out
the message of 'hope' and 'change.'
And the word 'change' is spreading like swam of locust on invasion; it is
what anybody who's anybody is talking about today. Change usually carries
with it a positive note, but when riddled with politics, especially one of foreign politics, perhaps not so merry and cheery. As the man himself admits,
there are "alliances to be mended" when it comes to America's relationship
with the rest of the world.
There seems no need for any official quotation in saying that on some crucial
issues, such as free trade, climate change and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
America hasn't quite been seeing eye to eye with the rest of his global partners.

My solution is to have librarians or work-study students scan our UB I.D.
cards at the entrance, and if you‟re a law student, you get to use the law library. Congratulations. For example, if you have a calculator on you when
you enter the library, an alarm should sound and a net should fall on you,
and if you don‟t have an “I take tax
with Wooten” pin, you‟re getting
kicked out. It‟s the same principle as
“no shirt, no shoes, no service.” FurPromises Restored
2 ther, if there‟s really a problem with
overcrowding in the undergraduate
Vote Not Wasted
3 libraries, then undergrads can get rd
scanned and can have access to the 3
Voting for the One
4 floor seats, and only enough undergrads for those seats. If a system that
scans I.D. cards is too costly, then

His bringing about this change should include America talking again to her
"frenemies." It should engage with Europe to reignite the stalled Doha
Round of talks, hold direct talks with countries like North Korea and the
Middle East, to resolve nuclear tension and fight terrorism, and eradicate any
last vestiges of Cold War era by improving ties with Russia and China.
These ties have somewhat frosted during the Bush administration, because of
what some analysts call as "eight years of unilateralist Bush policies."

infra

NLG Conference

But with Obama heading to the White House, world leaders are said to be
lining up to become the first ones to shake hands with the new American
leader. Their anticipation is understandable - patience has been wearing thin
with the Bush administration that refused to, at most times, talk and negotiate.
See Change · Page 3
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The Promise of America Restored

Barack Obama‟s victory on election night held profound significance for
many
people. His election to our nation‟s highest office is historic in our
By Danielle M. Restaino
country‟s narrative and we should be proud to have finally achieved what
so many have been working toward for so long. Equally as profound is
what President-Elect Obama represents in terms of restoring the promise America has offered to so many over its two hundred some odd
years. It is that potential which makes his presidency so important and so monumental.
The state that our nation finds itself in eight years into a new millennium is precarious and troubling. We are dealing with several issues, any one of which a president may spend an entire term confronting: two competing wars, a declining economy, an ailing health
care system and a planet in peril. While the President-Elect has outlined many initiatives and policies to address these problems, it seems that there is an underlying confidence in his approach that eases people and reassures them that America can get back on track. He inspires a confidence in the rest of us that is
essential to moving this country forward. It is for this reason so many voters placed their trust in him to renew America‟s spirit.
Perhaps that was one of the flaws that plagued the previous administration. Confidence became lost as things began to spiral out of control. Without confidence in our leaders, Americans do not have confidence in the ability to progress as a nation. Instead people are left in a rut asking what the government will
do next to mess up their lives. What this new administration offers is an emblem of American progress embodied in a leader that wants and needs America to
work with him. The spirit of cooperation and neighborly sacrifice is what will lead us out of this downturn. Barack Obama‟s presidency has the potential to
galvanize the entire nation into truly changing the way it perceives itself and the way it operates in the world. So that while it may take a while for actual
policy to take effect, America‟s idea of itself can be restored in the minds of its people. Not because of any tangible victory in the domestic or foreign sphere,
but because of the knowledge that we are moving forward towards a different future than could have ever been perceived before the election began.
America‟s promise to people here and all over the world is one steeped in the idea of hard work, perseverance, sacrifice and ultimately anyone can achieve.
This promise has been forgotten as of late. We have become increasingly closed off from one another, partisan, constantly trying to point out why other people are wrong. While I know I‟ve been guilty of it myself this election season, it is not too late to remember that this country is meant to listen and accept any
myriad of opinions. The openness and equality of opportunity that is supposed to characterize the American spirit must be restored after being pushed to the
backs of so many people‟s minds. The potential to restore that spirit and that promise seems within reach now that we have a leader who recognizes that it
has been lost. Perhaps that is the most significant thing about Obama‟s win: he reminds us of the way we should carry ourselves as Americans. His confidence in this country‟s ability change direction while restoring the promise it was founded on is enough to move people to truly change throughout America.
At a time when so many are hurting in this country after losing their jobs, losing their homes or losing a loved one it is this type of leadership and this type of
confidence that we need in a president. Now that we‟ve found it perhaps we can truly change America and revitalize its promise for generations to come.

Proposition 8 · from Page 1
man and woman. Proponents felt teachers would be required to instruct their children that gay marriage is acceptable. If this argument had even a grain of
truth to it, I would have to say, so what? What is so wrong about teaching children respect, or at the very least, tolerance of other people‟s marriages? In my
mind, there is nothing wrong with this sort of education, however, Prop. 8 actually has nothing to do with education whatsoever. Not a single word of Prop. 8
even mentions education. Furthermore, the state does not make the curriculum for health education; it is made by individual school districts. In addition, there
are laws in California which prohibit forcing children to learn anything regarding health issues, against the will of the parents. This is why no matter what year
a student had health education, they had to obtain a parental consent form. The proponents of Prop. 8 put crafty yet false spin on this topic, and convinced
many people their children‟s education would somehow be compromised if Prop. 8 did not pass.
The fourth argument for Prop. 8, that it does not put down “gay lifestyles” nor take away from the rights entitled to couples under domestic partnerships, was
also very skewed in the campaign. First I would love for someone to explain to me exactly what this vague term “gay lifestyle” means…I was under the impression that gay people desire to live the same lifestyle most people strive for. They go to school, hopefully college, search for jobs and ideally find one,
maybe travel, and eventually settle down with the person they love and possibly raise children. In this sense, denying same sex couples the right to marry is an
attack on their lifestyle because as I and the opponents of Prop. 8 see it, they live the same lifestyle as any person who is not gay and should therefore be entitled to the same rights.
Although proponents of Prop. 8 were correct in stating that Prop. 8 would not change the rights granted to same sex couples under their domestic partnerships,
they were incorrect in attempting to make it sound like domestic partnerships in California and marriage are the same. They are not equivalent! Although California does offer one of the most comprehensive legal unions, a domestic partnership, which entitles same sex couples to almost all the same rights as married
couples, there are a few huge differences. First, domestic partnerships are only recognized in California whereas marriage transcends all state borders in the
United States, and also the borders of many countries. A couple must inhabit a common residence to obtain a domestic partnership which is certainly not the
case for marriage. Domestic partners cannot file joint tax returns which means they will not be eligible for certain benefits. They are unable to file joint tax
returns because the federal government of the United States does not recognize the domestic partnerships of California. Although domestic partnerships are
recognized legally, these couples have greater obstacles to overcome in their day to day lives. In many instances, couples need to provide paper work and other
documents to prove their relationship status whereas a married couple needs to merely state they are married and usually not further proof is required. In an
emergency situation, this can be extremely difficult.
Someday when I have children, I would like to think that just as America has moved beyond the idea that people are unequal based on skin color, their world
will be one where people are not treated differently based on their sexual orientation. This has nothing to do with religion, or whether you believe people chose
their sexual orientation, or whether sexual preference is determined at birth. This is about treating others with respect, compassion, and equality. It is not
enough to say that same sex couples have it better in California; their privileges should be the same as those of all Americans. There is hope however. Three
major law suits have already been filed challenging the wording, constitutionality, and legality of Prop. 8. In addition, same sex couples who obtained marriage
licenses before the passing of Prop. 8 will most likely be able to retain them. Furthermore, a proposition to overturn Prop. 8 for the next California election in
2010 is already in the works. As my mother always tells me, “live and let live.” She is right, and I believe that those against same sex marriages will eventually end up on the losing side of history.

Around the School
A little school spirit…UB wins Homecoming game 27-24 (OT) against Army
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I did not drink the
Obama Kool-Aid.
As refreshing as it
looked, the starry-eyed glaze visible on the face of its consumers was enough to keep me
away. Do not get me wrong, wearing purple robes and black Nikes looks like fun, but it is
just not for me. Similarly, Senator McCain‟s serving of fear and hyperbole was unappealing. Specifically, the notion that President-Elect Obama is a radical non-citizen who pals
around with terrorists was ridiculous and petty. Then there were the issues. I have strong
opinions on several topics and neither candidate represented my views. I could have
pinched my nose and voted for the lesser of two evils just as I did in 2004. However, a few
weeks after that vote I decided I was going to vote on principle, not party in the following elections. This year,
because neither major party candidate represented my views, I voted for a third party candidate. I know the candidate had no chance of being elected. Nevertheless, I chose to vote for him because he represented my views. My
decision to vote for a third party candidate brought an avalanche of criticism: “that‟s dumb!”, “why?”, and my personal favorite, “you‟re wasting your vote”. It is the last criticism that I would like to debunk in this short article.

My Third Party Vote Was Not a Waste
By Eddie Gonzalez

This nation is built on the principle that a diversity of opinions is necessary for democracy. Throughout our history, minor parties have played a major role. For example, the Republican Party came about in the spring of 1854
as a party opposed to the Kansas-Nebraska Act that expanded slavery to Kansas. In addition, the Populist Party, a
party that advocated the silver standard, had a relatively successful stint in the late 19 th century and early 20th century, winning 22 electoral votes in the 1892 election. Eventually, the Democratic Party received the message, and
adopted many Populist issues such as the silver standard and call for direct elections of Senators. Further, in 1992,
Ross Perot, as crazy as he looked, was able to garner nearly 20% of the popular vote. By doing so, Ross Perot siphoned off enough votes from President George H. W. Bush that “red states” such as Montana, Georgia, and Nevada went to then Governor Bill Clinton. Similarly, in 2000, Ralph Nader drained enough votes from Al Gore to
give then Governor George Bush the state of Florida. If you compare the centrist platform of the Democratic Party
in 2000 and the leftist platform of the Democratic Party in 2004 and 2008, it is obvious the Ralph Nader voters sent
a message. Therefore, to consider third parties irrelevant is to ignore American history.
With that in mind, the success of third parties is irrelevant. Third-party votes are valid because they represent
other views. The belief that everyone is either a Republican or Democrat is ridiculous. If you have a view that is
not represented by either major party, but is by a third party, consider the latter. Otherwise, you run the risk of
disenfranchising your opinion. Democracy needs a debate of all issues, not just wedge. Yes, we must discuss immigration, abortion, and the war in Iraq, but we must also discuss the national debt, privacy rights, monetary policy, and the role of the U.S. in the U.N. By discussing some and ignoring others, our nation faces decay via negligence.
I close by noting that New York is as blue as the blood in the veins of Queen Elizabeth. To argue that my third
party vote is a waste is to argue that the vote of every other New Yorker is worthless. For instance, if you vote for
a Republican candidate, you are merely voting for a candidate that has no chance of winning the state. Similarly, a
vote for the Democratic candidate is a worthless exercise that will only pile on to that candidate‟s lead. Obviously,
neither vote is a waste and as such, neither is a vote for a third party. Look, my intent is not to convince you to
vote for a third party. Instead, I wish to demonstrate that a third party vote is not a waste. The men and women
who died for our right to vote were not just Republicans or Democrats. Some were libertarians, socialists, and
constitutionalists. They died to keep America free. As such, they died believing America was a place that valued
diversity of opinion. Let us honor their sacrifice, by respecting that for which they died.

Change· from Page 1
Maybe as media points out, it is the fact that he is African-American, that his father was Kenyan, his middle name
Hussein, and that he has spent some of his childhood in Indonesia, that is feeding the hope of many to believe that
the new American president will be capable of engaging in a broader understanding of the rest of the world.
Or maybe, it is just that the world has been thirsty for so long for change, any change, in America's foreign policy.
To overcome the current financial crisis and fight terrorism to preserve peace that can be only be so fragile when
super powers collide, Obama needs to really reach out to the world before it is too late. He should not make the
same mistake of that his predecessor, the thinking of America can, alone, call the shots in the 21st century in the
world of "globalization."

But change always brings with it challenges and yes, it would be near impossible for him to mend all the broken
fences at once. Situations are rapidly changing worldwide. New threats to peace are being made in the Middle East and Africa, the European Union is gaining
more power and hence demanding more, developing countries like China and India are fast catching up with super economies and want their voices heard – all
of these making it difficult for Obama to stay committed to his ideal foreign policy.
And who knows? Obama too could resort to military action to protect the interest of Americans. But as of now, the rest of the world seems to be content with
just the hope that, the new man will bring a wind of change.
Thanksgiving· from Page 1
present a casebook at the entrance to get in. Otherwise, replace the “Law Library” sign with one that says “Public Library.”
I„m not thankful that UB Law is going to be sent packing from North Campus. No need for our law library in O‟Brian then, huh? Well, I sincerely hope that
UB discloses every communication regarding this move to its law students. I expect, since I paid my tuition and I have relied on a reciprocal exchange of education in a particular environment, the talks will be open and transparent. Now, I understand an SBA Committee has been formed to act a liaison between UB
administrators and the student body regarding any move. But, unless there‟s a letter from the Dean of UB Law or the President of UB in my mailbox detailing
where and why the law school has to move (I heard it‟s because UB wants to increase it‟s undergraduate admittance by next fall), I will demand assurances
from UB based on UB‟s inadequate disclosure of the moving process and their prospective inability to perform our contract, making absolutely sure that law
students will have a sufficient environment to receive their legal education. The worst thing that a landlord could do it wrongfully evict a tenant who‟s a law
student.
I‟m not thankful that UB Law Review has two standards for admittance: one for regular students and one that disfavors transfer/L.L.M. students. I won‟t continue this rant, especially if LR is putting in a GOOD FAITH EFFORT to change the process. But the fact that LR started researching cite-packets in midOctober, makes it even more plausible to have the casenote and Bluebook try-out later in the term, giving transfers/L.L.M.‟s some time to warm-up to UB, the
Bluebook, and R&W. As for the SBA making available seats for transfer students on the 2L board: I„ve heard nothing, but I expect they acknowledge the issue
and will implement my solution. Even one seat reserved for transfers would help us settle-in better. This is only fair, and expected from an association that
represents the entire student body (transfer students as well as regular students). Remember, like FRCP 19 (Required Joinder of Parties), transfers claim an
interest in being fairly represented by the SBA in UB Law affairs, and failure to join transfers in the SBA as directors will impair or impede our ability to protect that interest.
I‟m not thankful that Wall Street is not returning the same tax base to NY (due to the housing market crisis from predatory
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It is 4 A.M. on November 4, 2008 and it just hit me: I have become more
emotionally invested in this presidential election than I could have ever
imagined. Sure, I have been a news network junky since Hillary Clinton and
By Luis Segura
Barack Obama began their intense battle in the primaries. Of course, I have
always felt a tingle whenever the possibility of getting rid of “W” came up.
But I never imagined that this election would affect me this much. As fatigued as I became from hearing and reading about this
election at every turn for over a year, something always drove me to flip the channel back to either CNN, MSNBC, or yes, even
Fox News just one more time. As much as I looked forward to moving on with my life regardless of the result, something beyond
my control has pulled me out of bed at 4 A.M. on November 4, 2008. Something is keeping me from getting some much-needed
sleep. Something beyond mere politics is driving me to start writing at this obscene hour.

I Voted for Myself Today

He is Barack Hussein Obama. He had a troubled past. He has a “funny” name. He is “different”. He is “weird”. He is a first. He looks nothing like his peers.
One glance at his appearance and some secretly question whether he deserves to be where he is. He has had to deal with that his whole life. Some of his family
members are not from this country. There is even question among skeptics as to whether he is from this country. Much to your dismay, he is hard to put in a
box. Not quite black. Not quite white. From two different worlds and yet considered an outsider in each one. An odd piece that does not easily fit into this perfect little puzzle we call America. Continually facing a powerful headwind, he is determined. He continues to move forward. I realized what drove my restlessness at 4 A.M. on Election Day – although I will never be allowed to run for president, I am voting for myself today. Win or lose, I am Barack Hussein Obama.

On October 9th ten National Lawyers Guild members tore themselves
away from their studies at the University at Buffalo to attend the annual
Sarah Korol
NLG conference, which this year was held in Detroit. The group consisted of seven 1Ls, two 2Ls and one 3L. A ten-strong contingent from any school would have been respectable, let alone from such a recently-revived student
chapter as Buffalo‟s. How was it? In short, a great success. Given the number and variety of things that could have gone wrong but didn‟t, the success speaks
not only to the caliber and cohesiveness of the members, but also to the incredible support and inspiration provided to us from the NLG.

NLG Conference

The content of the panels and workshops was varied and balanced – perhaps surprisingly so in a world made ever more complicated by globalization. The competing interests of undocumented immigrants shared time with the champions of organized labor; panels specific to Michigan such as the high instance of rape
of women inmates across the state appeared back-to-back with global concerns in Palestine; threats to civil liberties were presented in tandem with environmental injustices. Each student initially gravitated towards the issues that brought him or her to law school, but over the course of three days, no one came
away without branching out and learning something completely new.
For the 2- and 3Ls who are poised on the verge of practicing law, the conference was a happy reminder of the meaningful roles that lawyers play in social
change and social justice. Anna Falicov, the most senior of the group, thought the conference was inspiring and refreshing for these reasons. Rebecca Hoffman, a 2L and an active member of the Working Families Party of Buffalo, thoroughly enjoyed hearing labor union leader discuss immigration, the rights of
undocumented workers, and the need to unite along class lines. Demian Fernandez, another continuing 2L whose goal is to work towards greater American
corporate accountability outside of our borders, took away some much needed guidance from the conference. He reflected that the human perspective – and
perhaps more to the point, the human-rights perspective – is largely absent from the law school curriculum. He speaks for many in the group in that he feels
more energized and focused after hearing what is actually being done in the field to further social justice everywhere.
For the 1Ls the experience was less of a reinforcement and more of an instance of first impression – a first time seeing such a concentration of people in whom
we see manifestations of our own fledging social justice aspirations. More concretely, it underscored for us the „national‟ nature of the NLG. Unlike the other
student groups at UB, the NLG is something that we can be a part of for the rest of our lives, reaping the benefits of the network and furthering its cause long
after we leave law school.
Impressions of the conference and impressions of Detroit itself cannot be clearly separated in anyone‟s mind. The whole group was housed for free in one place
thanks to the generosity of a friend of the Guild chapter of Detroit – a boon for organizational and bonding purposes. By traversing the city ourselves in order
to get to and from the downtown, getting lost a couple times, and being rerouted by Sunday‟s marathon, we got to see a substantial cross-section of what was
once one of the richest cities in the U.S. and is now the poorest. Evidence of past wealth starkly contrasted with the multitude of empty lots, abandoned buildings, and homeless people camped out in fields. Granted, coming from the second poorest (financially disadvantaged?) city in the U.S. no single scene was
anything new. The extent of the decline, however, seemed more pervasive than in Buffalo since Detroit is larger and more sprawled.
„Poor‟ in the context of Detroit cannot be applied to the city‟s cultural offerings nor to its pride. Mike Raleigh, a 1L and native of Buffalo, found the conviction of those who choose to live in the city a heartening characteristic Detroiters share with Buffalonians. He met many like-minded people. Melissa
Wischerath, a fellow 1L and also a Buffalo native, felt the people of Detroit among the friendliest ever.
When we were not at the conference center we were walking in Greektown, listening to live jazz at the longest running jazz club in the country, going „feather
bowling‟ (a Detroit past-time rooted in its Belgian immigrant past), riding the People Mover (the closest thing to the Simpson‟s monorail we will ever see), admiring the shiny 1950‟s GM sports cars on display, dancing the night away at a pub across from the old Lions‟ stadium, eating late-night greasy goodness at
Detroit‟s famous heartburn heaven „Coney Island‟, doing U-turns in a 12-passenger van, and coming home from a party only to find the party has beaten you
there.
I am a 1L. For me the weekend confirmed in my mind that I‟ve found an amazing group of people to share my law school experience with. I became excited
about the potential we have for the future with so many new recruits. But most importantly, I could have been overwhelmed by the number of fronts the NLG
presented in the continuing struggle for equality in the eyes of the law, but I wasn‟t – I was convinced that individuals can make a difference. That is, individuals united.

Thanksgiving· from Page 3
lending on sub-prime mortgages and now, as a result, a credit freeze [even after a government bailout]), and thus the state will continue to cut UB‟s funding.
Since my first article, America‟s economy got even worse, and the revenue that NY had relied on from taxes pulled from Wall Street earnings (upwards of 20%
according to Bloomberg.com), is no longer there. Governor Paterson has said that, because of companies like Citigroup Inc. taking serious loses, NYS government needs congress to fill a $47 billion dollar budget hole. Personally, I am against this kind of government bailout, because if we reward states that act fiscally irresponsible, we are not teaching those states any fiscal discipline, nor how to act prudently by not spending above their means. It would be the states
that spend responsibly, bailing out the ones that don„t spend responsibly. Meanwhile, the money that goes to bail-out NY and pay-off our surmounting debt
from out-of-control borrowing, will be taken from our federal income tax instead of our state income tax. The only difference is that one is going to directly to
the state, while the other is going indirectly to the state, but they money is still going to the same place. Again, one of the ways to solve this issue is to amend
the state constitution to require, before a budget can be passed, it has to be balanced, i.e., enough tax revenue to pay for government‟s expenditures. Also, any
budget surplus should go to pay off NY‟s debt. Further, NY needs to remain competitive in the national marketplace by offering businesses incentives to openup-shop in NY, especially up-state. Remember, it‟s the private sector that funds the public-sector. If we don‟t get NY‟s spending under control, we‟re going to
see our population decline further (and we‟ll lose seats in the house and electoral votes), including legal businesses in search of a better tax climate.
Despite the fact that our law library is like a cornucopia of undergrads, grad students, and law students; or that law students may be evicted from O‟Brian; or
that NY government‟s spending and borrowing is killing the SUNY system, try to have a happy Thanksgiving.
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